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longer 

business, sources 

Nevertheless, 

can no 

Companies play a vital role as mechanisms of generating 

avenues 

companies and their success and sustainability so much 

depends on the ett~ecttvenes strength and enforcement framework 

governmg raises the crucial of whether 

Kenya's legal and policy framework contains extensive provision for effective 

success 

Community, one of salient considerations is the 

incorporates to a comparative of the law in 

necessarily 

.. .,..,,,.,..., . ...,. states to 

highlight areas of difference and therefore worth modification. 

a of 

so as 

In a analysis, the existing legal framework and 

practice of company m.:matge:m€::nt and .,_.,.,.,,.._,.,."'""" quite a number of recommendations, 

aimed at to it more useful practical. 
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IS a 

is concerned 

the state the 

stakeholders whether pubic or private companies. It is also concerned with the relation 

between 

towards 

The 

there have 

general public. 

m 

on the English company 

structures n7r,rlrlnl1 

Over the time, 

This study 

seeks to current on corporations. This study is based on the 

premise that corporate law is on of the most dynamic areas of law with new trends 

lS 

Company 

corporate 

practices 

on the 

being able to catch up at 

is not not to trends in 

globally today. There emerged new incorporation and management 

the law should be fluid enough to encapsulate these changes. 
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be 

This study is 1n->·nn1rt<>1Tt reasons. an 

law L ""'"'LL"'""' that there are no avenues through which government 

can effectively regulate supervise corporate behavior. There is m the 

to followed corporate 

management. 

Secondly, not water 

tight management of corporate entities. It is important to safeguard the interests of 

therefore need an elaborate and comprehensive ro+rvn--n 

current on compames. 

is to framework 

regulating incorporation and management of companies in Kenya with the ultimate aim 

of highlighting avenues the said 

law 

This research also has other various objectives. These include but are not limited to the 

following. 

1. study will to the current corporate law regime is effective for 

1 CAP 486 La':v of Kenya 
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to it IS to 

"" .). IS to public 

This research be 

paper rest countries. 

secondary sources books, 

journal articles conference papers and internet sources. Most ofthe books in this area 

not sources only in 

nature 

the basic principles of company law and what other countries have done in area of 

corporate 

corporate gmren1aiJtce. measures 

can 

rest)ect of this study. This study will be based on 

all text on will on 

discusses major cm1ceots m 

relation to this topic. He discusses the background of corporate law in Kenya, principles 

of corporate 

12 



to this 

study area study 

. Conference papers and commentaries made in this area of study will be considered. 

study being a recent one IS will not 

be limited to he above mentioned texts. Other relevant texts on the corporate law regime 

ofKenya be referred to later in the research. 

This 

rule of 

will on two legal theories; social contract theory the 

This is as 

companies. Under this theory, state derives its authority from the people of a 

contract agree to relinquish some 

state in return contract 

are state 

ttature was no 

some was a to others it was chaos. Men 

society by means a contract 

no t!Olver·nnrer.!t. This state of affairs to 

at some point passed to a state of 

to live in 

peace .u ... .._~.,_ ... un,wnJsJ. To this contract is added a second pact by which the people 

unite and undertake to themselves have chosen (pt.rcn'lm 

2 Friedman W, Legal Theory p68 
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contract can 

contract is 

forerunner to democratic theory through political authority is 

theory a 

political process. In this political process, the people choose their representatives by 

a majority form a government. 

Scholars come on this theory. These views have played an 

important uses the 

social contract 7 "'~"..-·"' uses it as a justification absolute 

duty of obedience of the people to the government and second, internationally to create a 

basis for legally ""'·" .. "'"" 

this study is interested in. 

According to contract creates 

exists a contract between 

. It is the first construction that 

to obey 

government and the people and 

therefore to honor their obligations that contract. 

to state 

People cannot 

submission, 

starts 

to 

against their own will. 

must 

at state 

authority. 

their 

social 

contract. According to him, the state of nature in which man lived before the social 

contract was war " a condition of internecine strife in 

which the short"5
. did everything 

possible to guarantee his survival as a result therefore there was no order and peace. 

It t:>n>;o.ro;:>ro to and 

3 Per Locke, Two Treatises of Government VoL 2, s 95 
4 Freidman Legal Theory p 69 
5 Leviathan Pt l l3 
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personal security. For law and order to prevail, there had to be obedience. To preserve his 

own life, each citizen must give absolute and unconditional obedience to the law6
. This 

justifies the authority of the state and creates upon people obligations to obey the 

government. According to Hobbes, characteristics of political obligation should be 

inferred from the intention of him that submitteth himself to his power which is 

understood by the end for which he so submitteth7
. Hobbes used this theory to justify 

authoritarian government. 

In Hobbes' view, there is the gem of a concept of natural rights; the idea that man may 

make certain legitimate demands on his fellow men8
. Man, by virtue of submitting 

himself to the authority of the state, is entitled to certain rights to be accorded by the 

state. The state has obligations to protect and guarantee certain rights of the people. This 

is the basis of the argument on legitimate expectations which is discussed in the course of 

this research. 

Joltn Locke (1632-1704) also starts by evaluating the state of nature that preceded the 

social contract. He refers to this state before the social contract as that of a 'golden age'. 

Locke was concerned about property rights and according to him property was insecure 

in this state. To remedy this, man renounced his otherwise idyllic natural condition and 

by contract gave up part of his liberty to a sovereign. The purpose of the state and the 

sovereign was to protect human entitlements. 

Locke talks about revolution in his book, Two Treatises. In this book he proclaimed the 

right of revolution. Though he wasn't an enemy of political authority, he saw it as a 

human good. According to him, rulers had the right to rule, to use their political power 

for the public good. But all men had the right to resist the ruler, even of a legitimate 

political society, where he manifestly abuses his power. Here, Locke was concerned with 

abuse of power by the state that would injure or prejudice the people and he argued that 

6 Friedman MD.A Lloyds Introduction to Jurisprudence 7th Ed, p112 
7 Leviathan Pt 2 Chap. 21 
8 Friedman M.D.A Lloyds Introduction to Jurisprudence, 7th Ed, p112 This forms the basis for the 
principle of legitimate expectations in administrative justice to be discussed later on in the paper. 
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a to state. 

contract to a 

contract emphasizes the conduct of individual citizens, of trust emphasises 

conduct trust a who 

betrays this trust may overthrown. Locke's concept of trust can be merged the 

social contract to come up with an '"'u'".,.''"'"'" contract that has 

state 

breach or abuse. 

was contract is 

well 

cases of 

construct 

by individual merges into community and becomes part of the 'general 

will'. which implies that man must have a or 

general will". It is 

the 

do not 

people 

a 

man 

can 

an m 

state. Ideally, 

people are 

the is "the register of the 

ofthe people is represented. If the 

it is null and void. And the 

so as it reflects 

says that 

elections of their representatives. 

do. 

- 1S not a law" 10
. According to 

him, direct citizen participation is thus a necessary condition of establishing the moral 

basis of to light new citizen 

16 



The of 1S 

Company 

important because it 

derive their powers from. The Constitution of 

Constitution is founded on 1
. Public 

principle is to be seen in its most active operation. 

It therefore 

exhaustively ,.u..,·VU•3'-' 

to 

IS 

law according to 

lS ofthis study. 

law doctrine is 

governments 

like the unwritten British 

area where the rule of law 

means order to 

rule of 

to company 

law, this requires that every government authority or company which does some act 

or a s able to 

justify or indirectly by an 12 

act government power affects the legal rights, duties, or liberties any 

person, must 

to courts to act it is shown 

arrecl:ea n<>·r<>n•n can resort 

legal pedigree is not in order. 

and 

are to of by 

that corporate actions are within the law. 

lS 

framework of recognized rules and principles which restrict discretionary nr.ur~•r 

the courts have discretion in various matters. The state also regulating 

and other 

government officer's wide discretionary powers in the exercise of their duties. This 

and doctrines are in 
fonne:r borrowed a majority of it laws f:rom Britain. That is reason 

and the British one have similar doctrines, despite the latter being unwritten. 
12 H.W.R Wade & C.F ForsythAdministrative Law 9111 Ed 
13 ibid 
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IS a 

courts 

notable 

exploits, reading between the lines of the statutes and developing general doctrines 

keeping 

procedure. 14 

are 

related to company law 

the nrt·nf'>r\ft:> 

must be 

concerned the discretionary 

are a matter Faced 

as to as to 

are not 

mentioning. this second meaning, there emerges 

government or public 

an 

conferred upon ministers and government 

upon discretionary power 

that Parliament freely confers discretionary 

little regard to the dangers of abuse, the courts must attempt to a 

citizen "!">'·""'"'· oppressive government. 15 It is therefore important for the corporate law 

regime to law the rights 

is that disputes as to the legality acts of 

go,,rennment are to 

independence judiciary is This is 

guaranteed. Kenya, it is guaranteed by the constitution though there are 

are appointed 

by the president who heads the executive arm of the government and this therefore 

appears to be a contradiction to the doctrine of separation of powers. 

The final meaning of law theory is that the law should be even-handed 

between 

14 Ibid p21 
15 /bidp21 

lS It cannot be the 
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must as 

necessity ULU'VUL i:>H,JUlU not 

enjoy UU,U'V\JVC>J<U 

16 public 

authorities should be subject to all normal legal duties and liabilities which are not 

The basis of this research will be the above mentioned theories; social contract and the 

rule of law theory. to problem being addressed. 

critical are importance. 

Chapter one is It sets out research 

to study. It 

framework of the study. It also looks at the literature review in this field. There 

several 

discuss 

will 

on area briefly 

introduction chapter will also highlight 

This at of In 

this researcher principles of company separate 

identity, limited liability, ultra vires and the corporate veil. In this chapter the researcher 

will look at courts on principles. researcher has used case 

law to illustrate how the courts interpret these principles and how the law operates with 

regards to principles. 

16 Jbidp22 
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this can 

various mode of carrying out business as .,~n;u•.cu;;..u. the Companies 

discussed. at 

meetings and how directors are elected. 

In this chapter the rP<:~P~lri" look the corporate law regime 

Uganda 

This is 

the 

""J.L""u''"' being the case study 

colnp;am;;on to 

chapter the r"'""'"'' ..... 

current 

there are any 

this researcher 

the 

with 

look at 

recommendations to the possible change that can be done to improve the system. The 

at legislative Tt:>?'A1'lr¥'1 can 

be "":f-''"'"'"''"H' .... to improve the administration of company law in 

will use other legislative regimes to and the ,._ • .._,...,,"' 

20 



that are 

principles 

to L ... ,., ....... "' 

company is able to ettec1:tv~~Iy 

are the 

efficiently carry out mandate. The 

interests of various stakeholders in a company are also protected by these principles. 

Most are has its 

Under 

registration, 

upon 

sets out 

this ...... ,. .... ,.,.., structure apart from partnerships, trusts and unincorporated associations. 

a UU<A.U<CU can, 

inter company's own name. 

Q.lU.VUllU to '-'VLLHV to 

principle m company law. 

defines a company as a company formed and registered under this Act or an ext:stmtg 

company. company can be to an for a business purpose and 

registered under the Companies Act. 

17 CAP 486 Laws of Kenya 
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who 

own distinct from 

The individual members have rights and liabilities distinct from those of the corporation. 

some common object or 

objects. 19 common parlance, the word company IS normally reserved for those 

associated for economic purposes; i.e. to carry on a business for gain. 

more clear definition of a cornoam is given by Justice Lindle/0
. He stated; that 

worth to a common stock or business, 

profit loss (as the case may be) arising there from. 

lS 

or to it belongs, are called as members. 

ln,.u.,v"' is entitled is 

them is more or 

share lS 

proportion of capital to 

although 

s 

the 

it, 

each 

to 

as an incorporated association which is an artificial 

It is 

called an ........ 'r .. r...,' ... "'" "'"'",..""·"' because of its nature law alone can to a 

it 

It the definition a company; the principle of separate identity clearly 

a own right, the 

shareholders management. was seen m famous case 

&Co. However there are instances, as will be discussed in the next principle, when 

it becomes ne1::essary to 

18 Jackson, Tudor The Law of Ke1~ya, 
19 Gower's "'"""""""t>" 
1997), page 3. 
20 

".!::>'•""'"' industries Ltd v. Fonvard 
21 

of 

6th 

Ltd aud Farore 1976 N.C.L.R 243 
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lS 

lifting 

is a as a 

matter of these parties are divided by a "corporate veil", permeates commerce, the 

taxation corporate structures, and the way which business is carried on in 

many jurisdictions. of poetic term given to this 

separation of the company from its shareholders or members. 

the 

decision 

a boot manufacturing business which he decided to incorporate a 

Salomon 

& Ltd, and took his payment a debenture or debt of 

Salomon nurnPrl 20,000 each. 

Some company went 

entitled to be paid first as a secured debenture holder. The liquidator and other 

to 

who carries on business under another name to set up a debenture in priority to 

of the creditors 

creditors. 23 

company would have the effect of defeating 

ran 

a man 

claims 

the 

company was his agent, and that accordingly the creditors of the company could have 

sued Salomon personally. 24 

22 ibid 
23 [18951 2 Ch 323 at 331 
24 ibid 
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Jam 

to 

it seems me 

or 

rn"'""''""" corporations. saying this, I do not at all mean to suggest 

it established provision qf the statute to I am 

not not certificate 

had been committed upon the officer 

had no 

tO UtJVU<<O treated 

like nrn">Pnnr7n1'o tO 

and 

an:rw:ne11r assume the proposition 

cmnv<:mv was a mere 

sctlenw to 

I am wholly unable to follow the proposition that this was £>n;wtrnr' 

to true true 

give a 

it 

Accordingly, in originally 

been major shareholder in the company did not prevent enforcement of the security to 

the aetnment 

25 [18971 AC 22 at 29-30 

24 



common 

Sa'IOJ'IW'n case, courts ctr<:n-rPr~ re(;O!:~lmg e:x:C(~pt!Onts to 

the application of the rule, where the r>r.rnA~"<:>TA veil would be or 

to to it Primarily, 

circumstances where the Courts have been prepared to lift the corporate veil have 

involved the use of the company as a shatli or fraud; however, situations "'"'"'.,."' 

intruded to permit the corporate veil to be raised m circumstances prescribed by 

are two ways corporate can be First is by specific 

an of for prov1s1on 

situations lifted. Legislative lifting veil is 

usually 

lifted by 

law. 

purpose of enforcing company law. Secondly, the corporate veil be 

courts. lS common 

courts have discretion and the cases when the veil has been lifted with 

the occurrence 

are vanous through which 

veil 

1s a reduction the of 

members 

provides that the members 

who remain after the six month during which the company has fallen below the provided 

minimum can are have 

26 See, for example, cases In ( e.g.lvfacaura c Northern Assurance Co Ltd [19251 AC 
Australia (e.g. Walker v Wimbome (1976) 137 CLR 1) and New Zealand (e.g. Lee v AirPnrmir.•o 

[I96ll AC 12 
27 Section 33 of the CAP 486 Law 

25 



are only 

'"'"''""''"' of fraudulent 

if course 

of winding of the company it appears that business has been carried on the 

intent to defraud creditors or for any fraudulent purpose, the courts will on the application 

are knowingly 

parties to fraud be personally responsible for the debts and liabilities incurred by the 

company. 

equivalent provision lW"'""H"'u Company 

a cotnp<lny cormnues to J where 

was explained by Justice Maugham 

on business and to debts at a 

time the directors no reasonable pn)spect of the 

creditors ever receiving payments for those debts, it is in general a proper rP-t~"'r""1"l'"" that 

the company is to statutes are not clear 

on meaning of fraud. question arises that once money has been recovered from 

the 

available to 

defrauded? 

Thirdly, occurs cases holding 

and subsidiary compames. One of the most important limitations imposed by the 

each individual cornoarn 

IS 111 COJ!lm~CtllOn practice it is 

common for a company to create an organization of inter-related companies which is 

theoretically a ""r,,.r,~i-"' entity 111 one represents group as a Such is 

particularly case when one cmnp<my 1s parent or holding company and rest are 

its .., ..... ,.,L .... U-L 

28 CAP486 
29 Re William Leitch Ltd 2 Ch. 71 
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Other 'VVJ,HjJ<C~CHY 

directors or 

of 

a has 

subsidiaries , the accounts dealing with the profit and loss of the company and 

subsidiaries should be laid before company m the general meeting the 

company's own sheet accounts are also This means 

that accounts must be laid the general meeting. The group accounts should 

consist subsidiaries also a 

consolidated 

it treatment accounts 

in a consolidated form qualify an old rule that each company constitutes a separate legal 

statute here than ""'"""'"~· ... ,.,. 

so not entities 

as a group. 

The cases 

Section 109 ofthe Companies requires that a company's 

business on its on all business an 

officer a on or to signed on 

behalf the company bill exchange, promissory note, cheque or order goods 

wherein the name is not as an officer 

shall be liable to a fine shall also personally liable to the holder of bill of 

exchange, promissory note, cheque or order for the goods for the amount unless the it is 

paid by a s liability 

even they might be contracting as the company's agent. Liability under this 

connection cheques and held 

liable has 

27 



common identity four instances. 

court vanous 

case. 

Firstly, courts xs an agency 

relationship. Generally, there is no reason why a company may not be an agent of its 

shareholders. decision in 's case shows how difficult it is to the 

courts that a IS an 

In of foregoing, occasions in which the courts have that 

registered coJmo,antes own right as agents 

of of,_; ... ~~~~ .. 

. The plaintiffs were paper manufacturers 

same 

Company. This partnership did business as merchants and dealers waste paper. 

The partnership as a going concern the partnership business 

became a to be 

Corporation 

subscribed 

497 were m name director. 

Thereafter the director executed a declaration of trust stating that their shares were held 

by them on trust on new its name placed 

upon the premises and on the note invoices as though it was still old partnership 

carrying on business. There was no agreement any sort between two companies 

and the business carried on was never assigned to it. The manager was 

appointed but there were no books of accounts of the new company were 

all kept of the new company not have 

access to was no over 

the waste paper company. There was no tenancy agreement between the two companies 

30 [1938] 4 All E.R 115 

28 



never rent. 

the The 

Birmingham Corporation replied that the proper claimants were the subsidiary cmnmmv 

not The 

court held that occupation of the premises by a separate legal entity was not conclusive 

on a of a right to claim and as a subsidiary company it was not operating its 

own behalf but on company was an agent. 

courts will corporate veil where there 1s fraud or 

lS 

obligations. 

WaS subject to a 1"P~.tr<'I10t 

as the 

legal 

plaintiff, 

which bound him not to solicit the plaintiff's customers if he left the company. 

leaving Horne set up a used this format to solicit customers 

from his former employer. court an 1mproper 

purpose, i.e. to defeat an employment contract, and thus the court could lift the veil of 

incorporation identify new company. In v , the 

defendant a contract to sell his house to 

contract. formed a company, conveyed 

31 2K.B 366 
32 [1933] Ch. 935 
33 l All E.R 442 

and then wished to get out of the 

house to it and then claimed he no 

29 



to court was as a 

or an of specific oeJrtorm:anc;e the sale 

common cases 

compames. their exercise of their original jurisdiction courts have displayed a 

tendency to ignore the separate entities of various companies in a group. so the 

courts give regard to the as a case of Power 

v 

illustrates unit 

in a shopping centre from Crumlin a restrictive 

covenant whereby Crumiin Investments Ltd c-Ovenanted not to allow another as 

tenants in centre. 

Comelscourt Shopping 

separate 

Ltd, which was of the 

centre to 

Stores group of 

company, called Dunnes Stores (Crumlin) 

as a 

new 

(the second defendant), was formed and 

began to ".,,,,.!:lirP 

it. 

more 

one will be regarded as 

commercial 

before the court can 

restrictive 

court may, the justice 

so 

business of the group, 

although it was not a to 

the case so treat two or 

on by 

this conforms to the economic and 

conditions must be met 

the acts 

of one company must be factually identified with another company and secondly, there 

must be circumstances served only if court ignores the 

distinction of the separate companies. 

discretion, 

34 [1985] 

not 

court be by is just and fair in the circumstance. The court 

30 



arm corporate must be that of justice.' 

to 

This doctrine provides that a being a creature of the law has no nnu;&>r to do 
36 company 

or by 

implication conferred upon it in its Memorandum of Association. Any purported 

m excess the 

company. This is the scope of the doctrine of ultra vires in company law. 

There are two reasons 

it is meant the protection the investors who thereby objects in 

which 

creditors 

is to be applied. Secondly, it is intended for the orc)te<;ttc•n 

assets to 

activities. 

courts case 

case the courts were very rigid in their interpretation of the company's 

articles 

on their 

were said to be excess of authority. the courts eased 

as it was explained in 

not 

be regarded 

35 

36 
•n"""'""'' William Considerations Business in 2007 pg 4. The author of this 

paper an Advocate of the Court of Kenya. This paper was first presented at The Competitive 
Enhancement Programme Conference in Nairobi organized by Centre for Development of Enterprise 
(CDE) on 2007. 
37 [1875] L.R 653 

31 



or 
38 

as intra vires not only it is 

it can n-.tP.rr>rP.1rP.ti as reasonably 

incidental to the specified objects. a result of the above decision 1s now a 

considerable body of case law that deciding what powers will be implied in a case of 

particular of as incidental 

to act. 

not to matters now 

prefer to set the Memorandum of Association not only the objects for the company is 

being established but also the ancillary powers which they think the company need. 

to IS 

initially intended to want 

the to turn to in was that the 

company's objects should be set out m short paragraphs m the Memorandum of 

a not also any 

promoters would want the company to turn to, the result is that the 

conceivable business 

them. 

rhtt.,.r.e:>nf clauses r'O,fPT1"'' 

might be to accomplish 

In objects not the 

simplicity originally intended in favour of these practice. It may be argued that the wider 

the objects clause, the greater is the security of the creditors since it will not be easy for 

the company to enter into every possible act will probably 

be some clause. Unfortunately this does not ensure 

38 Attorney General v Great Eastern 5 A.C473 

32 



over the 

has no power to make such payments unless the particular payment 1s reasonably 

incidental to out is meant of 

the cmnm:mv 

33 



Types of Companies 

There are 

are different from the ordinary companies registered under the Companies 

which 

Statutory 

COJffiPran1es are cre:ate:d Companies does not create 

corporations. It two or more so desire 

can LUVlH"''-'1 create a corporation by with the rules for which 

the Act nrt:>Cf't"t '"'~"" 

The '"''n'""""" a VV.HU.J'UH 

steps ae1JentaaJnt on a nnu,.,c,_,. C<Jmioartv 

the course of registration of a company, promoters must make up minds as to 

which the various types of registered companies they wish to form. They must choose 

that 

states 

cmnp;:my having not the liability of members limited in any way is termed as an 

unlimited vV>HtJ<C!,Hj' disadvantage an unlimited company is that its 

be r'IP1''<lf'\1'1~ 

form an unlimited company 

merely or 

matter. 

whether it be limited 

s It is will wish to 

shares or 

is intended to the company is 

would not 

will depend upon 

for it is to a concern, a 

purpose 

><>r<n"t"'"' Cl)mparly is the 

most suitable. 

by shares. 

they intend to form a profit making company, liability should limited 
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can nnU<IT"P or 

defines a comt)aiJtv as one restricts the to transfer 

shares, .. .,,,rn.r1"" u-.u.uv•v< of "'"''"'"'""'r" to 

public to subscribe for any share or debentures of the company. 

of 

does 

not 1s as a to a public 

company, there must be at least seven subscribers signing the Memorandum of 

Association only two people need to sign the Memorandum of Association in 

case of a company. 

to to the 

medium of a ..... u._ • ..,. 

are; 

1. 

This is to a 

a 

current i""Arr"nr>r<:>ica. 

to have a memorandum of association 

Association 

Whereas the Memorandum a company sets out its objectives and 

constitution, which its 

matters as 

and directors among others. is also a mandatory requirement a 

company to current 
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Association must each signed by seven 

a company. 

These must be a urtrr>C>C VU~HUJO<, each 

subscriber to the share capital must write opposite name the number of shares he takes 

and must not less one 

The Articles of Association are more important of the two documents in as much as 

the most court cases 

9 

company must register with a Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association 

describing rules mayor 

may not register articles of Association. company's Articles of Association may adopt 

any of which are set out in Schedule 1 Table of the t-om]J~an:te 

divided into two 

B 

designed for public companies mn Part 

It is 

and for private 

no articles are re>CTtPtAr~>r! or articles are 

Table 

must printed, 

divided into paragraphs, numbered consecutively, dated and signed by each subscriber to 

the Memorandum of Association the presence of at least one attesting unl·n"'''"' 

The relationship between and the Articles, the Memorandum of 

Association is is any conflict the 

lVH~m1Dra.naurn prov1s1ons 

prevaiL if there is any ambiguity in the Memorandum one may always to 

the a rr•r•''" not to 
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to set out 

manner company's affairs are to be They deal the 

issue of shares, the alteration of share capital, general meetings, voting rights, 

appointment 

powers of 

3. 

This is 

as 

the cmno;mv 

secretary to 

with. 

requires that 

dividends, accounts and 

things. Articles further provide a dividing line the 

holders and those of the directors. 

a one pays on 

share capital 

tonmat1on of 

of Association as the or 

all the requirement of the Companies complied 

mt1enctea to also 

registration the persons who have agreed to become directors. 

directors. 

These are the only documents that must registered in order to secure the incorporation 

of a cornoa<n practice two would be filed within a 

These 
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section 1 statute 

b) 

required within 14 days after the appointment of the directors and secretary. 

"'-"'"'"'''H'-'UL'-' are are order 

then they are registered. Registrar then grants a Certificate of Incorporation and the 

company is thereby formed. Section 16 (2) of the Act provides that from dates 

mentioned in the of to the Memorandum of 

Association 

capable 

that the registered company is 

Since a cmnm:mv 

person. 

Directors. 

individual .u ...... uu''"'' 

actions 

,._,.,.,,.,..r,..-,1'"" by the name mentioned in the Memorandum 

It noted 

it can only act an agency a ""-"'""" 

are by or the of 

1s normally delegated to the 

r~ • .-,.,...r.-.rc but to board directors. directors 

may 

Companies 

""'"'~"'"'""' to an individual Director. 177 of the 

requires every public company to have at least two directors and every 

private to at one not provide for means of 

appointing directors but in practice the Articles of Association provide for initial 

appointments by subscribers to the Memorandum of Association and thereafter to annual 

retirement of of vacancies at the general 
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on 

case co1rnpantes or agrees to 

........... ~ ...... two or more aPJ)O!ntrneJnts am:1ou1tment is usually 

nnJ'PUt"'T' no matter how a director is appointed, under effected an ordinary resolution. 

can an 

addition to any means of removal which may be embodied in the articles. 

Unless so nrr•vultP not a but if the 

require a share qualification, shares must be taken up within two months of 

or be vacated. Undischarged are not 

allowed to act as rl1'1-.o.J"'t,,.,,,..« court. not a natural 

person. company can appointed a director of another. The disqualifications of 

directors are set out '1"\{'\''"''""''"""' b:etv.reen the general 

meeting of 

Association and generally where powers of management are vested in 

Directors, 

division of """"'"""r to manage the company's affairs is embodied in of 

""""""'~" ... "' who 

regulations 

to exercised by the company at general meeting. lS 

adopted as it is 

Companies 

Duties 

The 

a) 

b) Fiduciary 

UH.nHJlf'> cannot with a 

directors unless they are acting contrary to the pwv:tstons of the 

or the particular company's Articles of Association. 

two categories; 

skill 

faith 
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how a 

reasonable person knowledge and experience would have acted, then 

companng to the case is considered individually 

account nature of specific obligations. As indicated 

earlier, no distinction is made between executive and non-executive directors. 

care 
39 this case the directors of an insurance company left the management 

of the 

Managing 

affairs almost entirely to the Managing Director. to 

a amount Certain 

terms aot)eared in the balance sheet under the heading "loans at call or short notice" and 

"cash or up. 

If they 

Director himself and to the company's General Manager and the cash at bank or in hand 

included some £ at Managing 

Director was a partner. On winding up, an investigation of affairs of the company showed 

a mainly due to 

rln-.c>r-+.-..-" had all 

'-'"'"'"""·" sought to make for 

the damages. It was rP.f'•t"r.t•<:! were H'-')"SUi">'-'llL and Justice k~~,,..,_,, reduced the 

duties of care skill as follows; 

not 

of skill may reasonably be expected from a person of his knowledge and 

This proposition prescribes to be actions undertaken by 

test is and partly subjective because a 

would 

39 [1925] Ch. D 447 
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from 

bring 

may 

rubber 

so as 

in damages they are A 

DUlUJU tO 

special qualifications to his office. He may undertake the 

anything 

ignorance. While he acquainted himself 

any 

care must be 

same 

circumstances on own 

duties board directors meetings, but the courts 

held a 
41 cmno<mv are 

"''""'"~"""''J ... .., awentton to his 

at meetings of any committee of the board on which he is placed. is not 

bound to to in the 

circumstances he is reasonably able to do so. 

c) 

Fiduciary duties of directors were elaborated by common law judges, operating 

without duties directors are 

arises 

40 [1911] 1 Ch. D 405 
41 Re Denham & Co. Ltd 25 Ch. D752 
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is given power to manage company, and comes 

the duty to use to ot::nem: 

fiduciaries to corporation, and once elected must serve best interests 

not the 

director was elected by. 

IS at common a distinct fiduciary duty to the 

and not to 

shareholder. 

position 

term 'fiduciary' is derived from the 'meaning 

as a corporate being own 

not even to a is a majority 

a rhrl:>r>i'r~r V''-''"'"'~-'""" his position on the board by virtue 

aOlomntt:a by a major shareholder or is entitled 

to a seat on the board by position in the a director's 

fiduciary rest upon him as an individual. fiduciary duty is likewise not owed 

directly to cre:amors or there is a 

range 

duty to 

circumstances in which a director may, by virtue of the neglect of his fiduciary 

held personally liable to company's stakeholders 

The LH-'''-"'-''"' are into categories as follows: 

Firstly, not the 

courts consider to m of term 

company means the present and future members of the company on the basis that the 

coJtltlilU(:d as a concern 

against short-term interests of existing members. 

Secondly, the must which 

they conferred and not for extraneous purposes even if the latter are considered to 

be directors are invariably 

to issue ..., .... J.u.u 

the ,.."" • .,.w ... ,.,"T requires it. it a breach of 

more 

of the directors' 
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directors must not 

the rhr.<>l""i"r.rc< cannot contract 

will vote at board meetings. 

to act for the company. example, 

they or 

they have P.nt·Pr"'11 into a 

contract on behalf of the company, they may validly agree to take such further action at 

board as to out a contract. 

as fiduciaries, ra.r•i-r>•re> must not themselves without consent of the 

company a IS a ..,__,,..._ .. ,..,. duties to company 

seen to and their personal 

be done. law will not allow the fiduciary to place himself in a position where he will 

have was not 

applies particularly a director enters into a contract his company or urnPr.O 

makes secret profit by being a director. As as contracts are cm1cerm:~a a contract 

on by 

the principle which ordains a fiduciary relationship between the director 

and contracts. a contract is at the 

In 

purchase chairs from 

into, a rl1r6=>f"t£\r 

plaintiff partnership. 

vV1HiJ•1H y was 

a contract to 

the time that the contract was entered 

1ssue was the 

company was contract. court the company was entitled 

to avoid the contract. The judge said that as a body corporate, the company can only act 

by its it is so to act as to interests of 

the corporation whose affairs they are conducting. Such an agent has a duty if fiduciary 

nature to u'"'-'u•:u. It is a of universal no one 

having to enter a contract or can have a 

42 [1854] I Mace 461 
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whom lS no question is 

it is possible for given effect by the Articles 

At their nt"f'l'tfU'IP that a director WhO is interested 1fi a 

company contract should disclose interests he be not counted to decide and 

his vote will not be counted on the issue. At their widest, the articles might allow the 

director to at 

In order to create a v ..... .,. ..... .., .,,on'""""''Tl these two extremes and ensure that a minimum 

standard this 

section, it is of a director contract to disclose nature 

and extent of his interest to the board of directors when the contract c.omes for 

discussion. to so to a not exceeding 

Kshs. 2,000. addition, the failure also brings in the equitable doctrine the 

contract oec~ouo.es voidable at the option of and any profits 

director are by 

interested. 

director has to disclose to 

a 

interests. If 

of 

he is 

company's 

articles take the form of Article 84 of Table then a director who is so interested is 

required to at his vote not taken in 

determining whether or not there is a quorum on the board. Once a director has complied 

with section 200 and Article 84 then he can escape liability. 

Directors may often sit on boards several companies and conflicts may also arise 

ore:serltllltg a to the 

individual on It is where a 

director is simultaneously a director of a holding company and its subsidiary, he owes a 
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to 

director must 

own 

he is 

which a 

prevents 

res1gmng 

discharging his duty to both companies properly, he should consider 

or 

However, there are situations m which directors may make use of opportunities 

originally to company make profits provided that; 

(i) opportunity rejected by the company 

(ii) If the directors acted in connection with that rejection, they must acted 

(iii) information about that opportunity should not have been given to them 

confidentially on behalf of the company_ 

(iv) subsequent use to as directors 

but as any person. 

7. 

or institution that owns at one share in a 

company. term in 

IS are owners the 

potential to profit if the company does well, but that comes with the potential to lose if 

the company does 

8. 

The authorized share capital of a 

of shares, the rights pertaining to which are set out in the articles of association. Share 

capital can reduced by shareholders through passing a special and 

subject to court. ts Act to 

lSSUe 
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a cmnm:mv cannot give, or 

rF'h<l<:!"" of own on~-emr:1t1Cm rights 

by a 

shareholder. Such pre-emption rights, if required, must be incorporated in the articles of 

rules. 

the 

Laws 

case 

public without complying with the prospectus 

onJstJecms prov1stons m have largely been superseded by 

regulations 

Kenya). The Capital Markets Authority has published rules (some are still in 

draft to a Mergers 

Code and collective investment schemes. The authority has also issued guidelines the 

approval registration of credit rating agencies. authority supervises 

of the as as licensing 

of dealers and brokers. 

9. 

majority a 

vu.~u••~v.:>.::> by 

virtue not use their 

voting power for exclusively selfish ends, the law requires that in exercise of their voting 

power, must not endeavoring 

directly or indirectly to appropriate to themselves any money or property or advantage 

which belongs to company or in which the minority shareholders are entitled to 

participate. 

Disputes 

and 

minority shareholders and controlling shareholders 

recent ex<:tmple 1s 

controlling shareholders to dispose of a major asset in the face of opposition 

to In 

and 

minority 
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occur 

occur 

also in 

shareholders lose because they are unable or 

board are 

There are various ways through which minority shareholders can protect their rights and 

interests 

company are available 

are avenues recourse 

the Nairobi 

by 

Exchange 

and are supported by the Guidelines on Corporate Governance Practices by Public ..._,,.,,.., ... 

1. 

2. 

court action against directors 

Firstly, a court 

memorandum 

to terms 

contract, 

directors 

breach 

directors' 

the company, 

from 

company, to 

it fit 

provtstons under which minority shareholders can 

members 

coJmt;anv against 

association or 

directors' duties as agents and fiduciaries of the company. 

to act to interests of 

not to exercise the powers conferred upon them for purposes different 

which they were conferred, not, without the informed consent the 

which 

43 Kiboi, Protection of the Rights and Interests oflvfinority Shareholders. The author of this article is 
an Advocate of the Court i..11 the finn of Ameli and Partners AdvO<:ate:S, 

Nairobi. 



"'"''""'r""" are to to 

reasonable care as 

The rP11i'1Pf'hl is that actions alleging damage to 

not individual should, as a 

shareholders. power to bring an action on behalf of the company is ~""~"'"'TrncuP/1 upon 

the members m general meeting and is obviously unavailable where dominant 

shareholders act the through. 

The shareholders and the board would also reject any attempt to bring an action 

against th«:~m!;el,.res 

Furthermore, there are smngem '"'"'''-'11'"" to be met before a shareholder can bring an 

action on of ...., .. ,.., .. .,, .. case of 

upon the 

shareholders, these rights are enforceable by the shareholders directly as 

below. 

Secondly, winding up remedy. Section 

Act a ofthese 

available to minority shareholders are, (a) has by 

special '"'"'"'"uLH-'H resolved that the company be wound up by the court and (b) the court 

is ofthe 'VIJLIUV'H 1s should wound 

Minority shareholders cannot easily affect the passage of a special resolution 

poll. 
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can to 

nature. 

to some shareholders, 

the alternative remedy to winding up is likely to be applied. that IS 

an a IS is seeking a 

winding up order, the petitioner is not entitled to a winding up order. of the 

Companies provides sets out this position and has been applied numerous by 

the courts. 

Generally, winding is not available to minority shareholders. It may also be 

unsuitable 

Thirdly, the other alternative will be an application to the High Court for any order that 

as individuals standing 

owe the 

shareholders certain duties. An example of such a situation is where directors propose to 

act in a manner to 

an action against the directors 

and considers 

a to some part of 

the members (including him), to make an application for an order by the court such as it 

thinks fit. be or purchase 

of the shares of any members by other members or by the company. 

....... .., .. ,JU.., or damages or compensation, Specific reiJneaties 

restoration of company's property, rescission of contracts, account of profits, and 

summary ._.,"'·"u''"'" of directors. 
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are 

Companies It provides 

of 

every company shall hold an annual general meeting 

every to section 

provides that not more than the date of one annual 

general meeting of the company and that of the next provided that so long as the 

company its months of its 

incorporation, it not it the of its incorporation or in year. 

The annual general meeting shall be held at such time and place as the directors may 

appoint. 

Regulation 

meeting 

provides general meetings other than the annual general 

directors 

powers to convene the 

requisite quorum for an extraordinary general meeting to take place. It provides that if at 

any are not to form a 

quorum, any director or any two members of the company may convene an extraordinary 

general same manner as as possible at 

be directors. 

Regulation of a a writing 

at least days before the proposed meeting. Under that section the notice shall be 

exclusive the day on which it is served or deemed to be served and of the day for 

which it is notice meeting and the 

nature the meeting. regulation 51, the accidental omission to give notice of a 

or 

notice not 
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at 

VV1.1UU"-'"''U at an 

1s ""'7., ,..,., out at an 

ovr·a.n•·1
'"'"' of declaring a dividend, the of 

the accounts, auditors, election of 

directors the place of those retiring and the appointment of, and the fixing of the 

remuneration of, auditors. 

No business shall be transaLCtt~a at general meeting unless a quorum of members is 

present at time mt~etJlng orc,cei~ds to it is that three 

persons deemed to be 54 provides within 

half an hour from the time appointed for the meeting a quorum 1s not the 

meeting, be other 

case it shaH stand adjourned to the same day in the next week, at the same time and place 

or to such other day and at such other time and place as the directors may determine, and 

if at me 

appointed for 

provide 

uu., ... uu!", a 

meeting, the 

proxy. proxy could be general or limited. 

an hour from the time 

be a quorum. The regulations also 

for of if the 
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2002 which 

came into force on March 2006. Prior to that, company law in that country was 

regulated by the Companies Act CAP 212, an legislation on 

1 This legislation regulated trading companies and other 

tax on capital, regulation of dividends and 

surpluses 

This legislation was in force over which period covered not only the tail end 

of the to 

liberalization 1990s. was reformed to cover an sophisticated 

market and the dramatic changes to the Tanzanian economy. The new reforms are 

contained in the Companies Act 2002, an act which was on the shelf for almost three 

years before it came into force on the 1st of March, 2006. The new law to 

a 

full title 

and 

some 

relating to 

Its 

it is an act to repeal 

associations, to for more 

comprehensive prov1s1ons for regulation and control of companies, associations and 

related matters. The are and how 

difficult compliance. The short answer is that the new legislation introduces substantial 

changes but is intended primarily to clarify existing legislation regarded by as 

''-'}';h:HCUH.J'H lS 

should be relatively straightforward. However, nrAutn is not a 

more 
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insolvency, accounts and audit among others as shall be discusses below. 

The Companies Act 2002 was drafted and enacted in order to take into consideration 

developments in corporate governance and directors' duties. Directors had 

various common 2002, 

and are now statutory duties. 

best uU,<>rP·"i"<:! 

practical UHIJ""'"L 

duties include a duty to act the 

the 

a gre;:~.ter degree of 

guidance from the Companies Act 2002 in determining whether directors have breached 

any are 1 to 185 of 

the 

provides that; 

provides that; 

a to care, 

a 

experience 
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was meant to 

clearly '"''-''"'"".,'"''nu.•r-. 

interests to 

minimum age of 21 years 

one's age. 

that; 

to 

a duty 

appointment as a director coupled with a 

co,mll,antv are to 

aa.rtttlron to 

to 

care and a 

to disclose 

he IS 

being a director. Companies Act 2002 also 

prohibitions, including on the making of tax-free payments to directors .,..,,""'"' loans to 

directors of 

Companies 

company or or connected persons. The 

2002 also introduced a statutory procedure for removal of a l'1 1 r'~"Tr\r 

and 

the cornmmv office. 

on 

resolution nr>tura 

in any agreement him. 

The reforms also brought 

significant disclosure with 

a is to voted 

a director can now be by an ordinary 

to contrary in the memorandum and articles or 

to the requirement that there be 

to shareholdings in company, 

contracts, penstons and 

for loss of office. Under the new law, private companies are also 

VVL.UH.,VHUUL mt!Ofn1at:ton relating 
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to 

The capacity a to act is a company 

could claim an act was invalid if ultra vires (i.e. outside its authority as stated in its 

memorandum) and thus not be liable for such act). The Companies 2002 

stipulates that it no a an act is by reason limitation 

of capacity by its memorandum, concept is rolled out to acts of directors, 

instance, a coinp;m:y 

ultra vires. 

reason director's act being 

need not 

enquire into capacity the company or authority of its 

would nevertheless be bound its action. This new legal aspect is aimed at the 

unscrupulous at ofbona 

fide parties. Further, is a new development in the since that any person dealing 

with to as to or of 

directors a 

The has now more powers of investigation and 

mechanisms monitoring a are under 

secnm~s 215 to 228. Under the Registrar of companies has to call 

for information from the company further to which the company has the duty to furnish 

to the Registrar all by its or the 

court 

have been 

or on recommendation by a Minister, under the Companies 2002 a 

investigation a company if it aot)ears 

to 
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the 

court 

grounds for 

Under the been gtven more powers to carry out 

investigations also the 

inspectors to carry out investigations as to the true ownership of a company. There are 

also provisions under section 226 in relation to punishment for destruction of 

documentary to save customer 

confidential information under se£:tw•n 

cases institution of 

derivative actions. deals right of a person to apply to court to prosecute, 

defend or bring an action in the name of and on behalf of the company or any of its 

subsidiaries. 

a can an court 

or of the 

of 

the members in general or the minority in particular. This is provided for in set;tltms 233 

a manner co1np:my are 

5. 

The Companies reconstruction, 

which allow a company and its creditors or the company and its members to apply to the 

court an 

case new 
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went Prior to 

the 

including 

proceedings. There were three grounds for a wrna1:ng 

to 

order, 

the \vinding-up by the court and 

supervision of the court. 

manages 

crux 2002 in this 

respect is 

creditors. 

it affords an orderly and fair process for insolvent companies and their 

The new provisions relation to companies which are insolvent or 

an either under section 240 enter into 

voluntary with of debts or may apply to 

court for court to make nrrlii'>T<! management to forestall a 

possible creditor petition for winding up. 

Secondly, new act an insolvent 

company to be managed by only by a qualified insolvency practitioner, administrator, 

liquidator or administrative receiver. 

procedures supply of utilities like 

gas, water not 
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a 

resort. 

accounts are required 

to be from on which were requirement is 

a year longer than the record keeping requirement in terms of the income tax and VAT 

legislation 

Directors are now required 

accounts as 

view 

to prepare individual company 

which will a true and fair 

requires the Directors' report to include a fair review of the changes and development of 

the business 

auditor's report is required to cover each component of individual accounts as a well 

as group accounts account flow 

statement. are also to report contents 

of the report are consistent with those accounts. 

required on noncompliance with certain matters under include 

confirmation on following: whether proper accounting records have and 

agr·eeinetlt with proper returns accounts are 

the accounting records branch whether auditors have obtained all the 

required information and explanations, whether accounts include disclosures on 

emoluments benefits of directors as required under .:n;. ... uv·n 

Under se£:no'n 

company's ""''""""''-" 

from of 

company m 

s accounting case 

to the 

meeting is now 7 months 

a public 10 
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case a 

but 

annual turnover 1.5 ""''u'"'"' 

copy of the audited accounts, directors' report and auditor's report is now 

threshold: 

certified 

under 

to to IS exl~mJJt 

requirement to appoint an auditor. 

to a 

meeting and delivering a copy to the accounts n,o.-t,nr,o. 

non-compliance this requirement member, creditor or 

laying the 

case of 

serve a 

they may notice on ro.r•.-n•·c to 

approach the court who 

compliance. 

of the COinDlinV 

both. 

paid the 

realizable 

liabilities". 44 

1ssue an order with costs specifying the deadline for 

,')e4:uo'n 1 officer 

new on 

contains the relevant provisions payment dividends 

out 

assets not 

fall 

or out 

be paid 

been 

and the 

the amount of its 

44 Section 180 Tanzania's Company Act 2002 
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of 

1996 as a sut)-C<)m1JOl1tent 

building. 45 

and British Consultants who reviewed the laws under their terms reference 

and produced draft bills. 

m is a comprehensive law which governs the formation, 

capitalization as as their dissolution. As 

currently Companies Act reflects an older jurisprudence. It is a re-enactment 

of the 1948 English Companies Act which has been revised in a comprehensive fashion 

since its passage 47 

enactment save for a 

not 

isolated amendments. 

manner since its 

In 

the the country and therefore most of its provisions are applicable to 

the that are 

Income 98 

among Uganda have company 

law matters and where there are not clear statutory provisions, they are guided English 

Common 

compames 

Act 

Uganda. 

45 A Study on Company 
Com Pub. No. 5 of 2004 page 13 
46 CAP llO 
47 supra 

1 IS principle legislation governing private and public 

lS that cover incorporation, 
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and 

of 

companies can either registered as private or public companies limited shares. 

Companies can also be private limited by guarantee with or without share capital. Finally, 

under the a company can be as without a share capital. 

The Companies (Government and Public Bodies Participation) Act 111 provides 

the shares under Companies Act by 

government or public bodies. 1s to acquire 

any class of shares not exceeding 60 percent which could be issued by the companies that 

were listed to 

1. a 

a of steps 

do1cutne11ts, organizing 

It should be ascertained urr•Pn,Pr proposed company is to be a private or a public 

company 

company, for 

states 

purposes of carrying out 

or a 

business with an has to be 

registered in accordance with the company's act. 

to l:'ie(~tlo'n for a company, the membership 

1s fixed to a mtmmum 

is 7 me:mo,ers 1s no 
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does not not 

jointly se sect 29 ofthe Companies Act. 

must 

company 

shares 

In private cmnpl:tm~e:s 

restrictions the law prohibits inviting 

va;.;n<u has some 

public to subscribe for shares, as provided 

For a public company ,the presumption is that one is free to for in set.~W'n 

transfer the "h~r"'" restrictions on 

private companies is meant to avoid a ., .. , ... n.•vu where an individual or a new shareholder 

at 

joins the company. 

from the date of issuance of a certificate of 

incorporation a 

For public companies, incorporation registration per say is not sufficient as one 

should ""'n"n' ....... "".""commencement as a public 

company, for must obtain 

from registrar of companies a certificate of commencement of business. 

have 

been is a statutory meeting every public company must hold within three 

months date it is supposed to commence business and 14 the 

meeting must be a must be by at 3 directors 

giving the details ofthe status of the company CA). 

payment of a fine .For a private company, the statutory meeting may not be held and the 

not be issued. 

for a is 2 

company, it one director, he cannot act as the "'"'"'-.-"'+"'""' at 

a private 

same time 
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director 

maybe 

are one too a 

For must consent writing 

an undertaking to act as a director and showing that the director has either signed the 

memorandum association undertaking to pay the qualification shares or actually 

paid the qualification shares. not apply to private 

companies. It's also that after determining whether the company is to either be 

private or it limited or 

unlimited of its members a general requirement, members a limited 

liability company are not liable for the company debts beyond the amount which is still 

unpaid on 

Once 

debts. 

or 

amount is paid, 

are 

upon by creditors to meet cmnmmv 

a cornm:tnv can unlimited liability and in such 

situations become for company assets cannot 

sufficiently pay off the creditors liabilities Section 3 (2) 

Section 4 provides 

which must state the name 

share or by guarantee and 

must have a memorandum of association 

company is limited by 

word limited must appear at the end name of all 

limited companies. However this requirement may be dispensed with if the minister is 

satisfied upon application 1s for promoting commerce 

any 

subject to 
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by 

m..::m<Jran<Jlllm must state 

amount must 

names, occupations and addresses 

their occupation and address 

Section 

and 

it must 

nominal value of the share in their 

hr.l'riP·r<> utOt1;;atmg their full 

such must state 

liability must register a association private 

companies limited by share, requirement to register articles of 

association. Articles of association must be in English and signed by all the subscribers of 

the must and 

occupations 

occupation. 

must be attested by a witness who must indicate their address and 

memoranamn of 

the company shall be members of company and when the company is registered, the 

names on the register of the members. 

This provision therefore subscribers to the memorandum are members of 

the company and even if a is not on register of members, he is still a 

member of company automatically but only makes one entitled to be a shareholder. 

Apart subscribers to the memorandum, the Companies Act provides for two 

categories 

includes directors 

can 

company who are supposed to 

category 

up qualification shares 
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and 

It must 

S.27 

on S.27 that for one to 

it comes to enforcement of 

a member 

the 

cmno;mv there must 

have been an agreement to that effect and his name must have been an agreement to that 

effect and his name must on 

unanimously held for 

on 

6. 

and these two 

respondent and they quoted 

CtJ,mlJ1iUlt11 is mOSt iJnlruu'lnl'll not 

to the 

memorandum and such other persons as may become members shall be a body 

corporate '"'"'-'"..,j''"' 

powers to own 

on 

all the powers an incorporated '-''-''"~-''" .. y the 

such liability a common but 

case of winding of 

that 

formalities have been complied with, a certificate of incorporation is issued and the 

conclusive , court 

observed that once the statutory requirements have been complied with ,the company has 

been becomes a legal person separate from who 

formed it court further held that; 

48 [1969] EA 595 
49 AC22HL 
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or 

lS debts and 

obligations .The liability members or shareholders of the company is limited to the 

amount remaining unpaid on the shares. v UCB50
, it was held that individual 

members a managing of the 

company cannot be liable for its debts. An ""v,~.or•hr•n exists in respect of an unlimited 

company are not 

company. n.~.,.u .. LJ'-' limitation on amount 

payable 

contribute a specified amount of assets of the company in the event of its being wound up 

while he is a or one to a me}mt>er 

an incorporated IS able to own property separately from its members .he 

advantage 

also~~ ... ··~.-. 

rr~'Jce·emrn~s; as a rights 

or cmno<mv should 

here was no company known as Shell Harcourt .Counsel for the defendant objected 

.Counsel for the plaintiff 

asked for to amend the writ, but the court refused leave and out the claim. 

Upon appeal the refusal, it was held; 

50 [1966]EA 17 
51 [1969] EA 557 
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i) 

ii) were reasonable grounds 

excuse not 

have given rise to any reasonable doubt as to which cmnmmv was being 

sued ,but he did not do so 

Additionally, it is not to name an an officer 

of the company on behalf of the company, except where he has been expressly authorized 

so to The only advantage about this consequence is that 

when suing be to costs 

with perpetual succession; 

consequently VU,C.UJ''>"''-" or do not 

affect life of the company can only be ended either by 

winding tricking off the register of companies or through amalgamation and 

as 

except in 

existing members company. 

restricted to the 

m 

floating charge is said to float like a cloud over the whole assets of the company at any 

given the disadvantage of this to the company is that the charge does not 

prevent the company as of assets in the usual course of 

business. It is something happens becomes crystallized or over 

~ ~ ~~ 

no assets as can used in a 
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on a large 

stock in to 

because consent 

a new charge would have to be entered into whenever anything was bought 

is convenient 

was sold and 

added to 

stock. 

A charge takes care of 

but attaching to whatever it is stock is acquired. It's further 

notable a charge is to companies is not sole 

traders or partnership because of the complicated procedure of registering mortgaged 

chattels are to incorporated 

compames. 

Apart 

disadvantages attend that exercise. These are formalities have to 

certain 

there is 

publicity therefore loss of privacy and the exercise is expensive. 

The 

b) 

incorporation can if; 

more 

statutory minimum (7 for public 

of the 

its 

two for 

private time 1s o after 

the six months and who knows that the company is carrying on business with less 

than the required is severally liable for 

debts incurred during that time. 

company 1s personally liable 

..,A, ... u""'""""' cheque, etc on of without mentioning 

name On it in legible f'tl<>T<>•~l"P·rc 

compames 

i>vvl,lVH 109 of 

a bill of 

companies 
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d) 

e) 

f) 

accounts >:>Hvt.uu 

group 

meeting Jn 

this regard the holding and subsidiary company is ignored. 

85 that if 

winding up of a company it appears that any business of the company 

has conducted recklessly or fraudulently, those responsible for such business 

may be held for debts or 

liabilities. 

affairs of a company, he may if he thinks it fit also 

other company also on the 

affairs of that other company so long as he feels that the results of his 

related 

relationship to 

to the main investigation. The 

a or holding 

investigation 

to 

cotnP<'tnv 1s 

it is aU gandan Company for income tax purposes. 
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The govermng r-r.lrnr.ro;·"" ...,,, ...... ,.,"' is an old piece of legislation that has been 

outdated moaet·n practices It has been acknowledged there 

is need for ..-.. -t."'..-n1 "' in the law. There has emerged new trends in corporate governance 

and Kenya is yet to embrace these changes. Other countries in East Africa like Tanzania 

have new to begnn the 

process of reforming their corporate law regime. is also on the path 

and its company and partnership laws but the pace the been 

wanting. 

There a call for the or amendment of the obsolete 1948 Company 

The am,enCilme:nts to 

with other common 

can at par 

Partnership 

Law have been used by land grabbers and schemers in cases like Goldenberg Anglo 

Leasing to 

enJtor,cerne11t aJgertcu~s must be given to circumvent cnme 

and are suspected. It 

governance IS mcreasmg 

evidence that a country's legal system plays a significant role in determining the success 

of its governance 

ts more 52 

absence of a strong legal system, 

thus the need for reviewing the current legislation. 

52 R. La Porta, F. LOl!JeZ·-<le--:::.uanes, Detemrinants of External 
Finance" 52(3) Journal 
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embodied Companies 

Kenya is 

486. Kenya, a former Hr"""'~"~ colony, <>~'~~"'"''~-"'n the 

almost in entirety from England's Lomr:tantes aminn:ueJru: of 

and shareholder independence in 

protection among other matters pertaining to corporate governance in Kenya. Other 

regulations corporate governance are the 

2002, the Nairobi 

and 

regulate 

hand, 

against 

their company. 53 means in carrying out the 

business of company, which involves dealing with the assets of the 

benefit of 

directors. 54 

on 

not 

assets. 

of the company must taken 

a to a collateral 

for the 

av<mt<lge for 

a position 

where duties and interest conflict, for instance turning down the business of a 

third party same and 

benefiting in a private capacity. 55 The rule against managerial opportunism reqmres 

company to 

53 
1 "'"'''"in Carriers Ltd v Imperial Bank Ltd 

54 ibid 
55 ibid 

as business 

Court 
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contracts 

opportunity 

name 
56 

name creates an 

protected by robust laws, if the directors' duty 

of care is to tum good 

corporate governance is to be possible. This is because performs his 

duty with the required care and skill to a great extent depends on where the director's 

loyalty lies. disloyalty of m misbehavior 

which form of misappropriation of company assets. 

Standards are sanctions as 

charges against a director who misappropriates property can be brought under both civil 

and enforce a director's duty of loyalty and therefore secure duty of 

care and skill, are to standard of 

deterrence under which directors can be expected to refrain from misappropriation of 

company assets. company law reveals a 

comprehensive IS to enforce to underlying 

weaknesses in the drafting of legislation governing director liability. Director liability is 

dealt 

misstatements 

provides that 

for 

of defences in 

been '""'""'u without his 

an 

consent, where he withdrew his consent or relied on a public official document, a director 

is exempted for mt:sst;:ttements 

the consequently gives company directors no incentive to ensure that 

they exercise due diligence in the performance of their duties. Shareholders are left 

vulnerable by a relied on 

be 

56 This was the 

the company's 

was aware 

the EaS1 Africa Court 

they can compensated ifit can 

OrC>SP~~CUlS or that the 

in Price v Kelsall [1957] E. A. 752. 
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the access to or no 

providing that directors will be liable for two years' imprisonment or a 

10,000 in prospectus where they are unable to demonstrate 

by 

ofKES 

all they 

did was to consent to issuing of a prospectus and therefore not be liable for its 

contents. This subjective .., .. , ... ,.. ..... liability is of the 

Companies 

exempted 

exonerates 

...... ...,u.,,~.., that are discovered during liquidation if 

intention to defraud the company, or to conceal the company's state of affairs. sections 

of the same 1s 

provides that: 

flPJ~Ul!PPfl uu•uur.utn n • • • acts 

to im;Dri.~ot.rm,ent 

term 

+na,ra+,r.ra implies 

court. :'le«;tw•n 

a 

a 

can 

confirms for to be must show 

that he may safely be involved in the management of companies. It is important to review 

this section to undischarged acting as of companies. 

This would prevent bankrupt individuals from starting a business and raising credit using 

a limited company. The loopholes in this section have been used by bankrupt 

persons who to raise capital and credit. 

court to make an order t"P<!irr.:wn1 

if 

the 

been 
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course 

Section 1 frauds can 

so a person 

cannot be from acting as a director of a company in on the grounds of fraud 

,ulfA'avt,~vul;;" Act suffers from the same for more than five years. L)el'.:lUJ•n 

limitations as sec:noJn. as it not 

commit acting as directors of public listed companies. 

ratses senous 

questions as to whether good corporate governance is an achievable in Kenya, 

insofar as the 

company. vun.u'"'''"' of lS 

which states that: 

" If ... 

case 

to " 

directors to go unpunished as a result negligence 

ansmg 

The Court in 

directors are only required to exhibit a rl""·~"'"" 

confirmed this. It held that 

and care that may reasonably be 

expected from a person of their knowledge or experience, but they are not liable for 

errors of business judgment. 
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a 

statements 

prc~sec:utlons at 

seven 

mt~~nt:ton to or 

particularly 

minority shareholders, are difficult to bring since the legal rights of the company belong 

to the not reason institute 

proceedings redress._An exception to this ruling is allowed where a majority of shares 

are those against whom relief is sought particular where acted 

fraudulently or ultra vires excess of their powers. the contrary, it appears that suits 

can only be brought on minority shareholders where a wrong is done to an 

individual; cases, can sue 

in a company, the decision to sue rests 

with as it is only can proceedings in the 

company's name. Unlike in countries can bring 

proceedings on behalf of minority shareholders without the consent of the of the 

company,_an 

the shareholder 

1s a 

will ..... u .• vut 

minority 

cannot on behalf of 

authority of the board. 

mechanism which 

In addition, minority shareholders cannot sue directors of the company in the 

company's name where a is rectifiable. Although this rule 

limits the rights of minority shareholders, it prevents wasteful litigation in the form of 

multiple actions by minority shareholders and protects the company from being held 

hostage by not the decision 

of addition, it facilitates business legal 

of that follow T"C>C'Yr-1£'T1V>£Y suits 

by acts are minority 
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m 

The the m the Companies effectively 

exonerate to director's 

dishonest mtc;;ntJiOn. These 1-''-'••au•'-'"' do not provide rtPtPrrPnt effect that is necessary to 

ensure directors exercise their duty of loyalty by acting in the best interests of the 

company. IS 

Kenya highly selective 

There is a 

liability 

degree 

such as 

on fraud cases in 

only seems to take place in high-profile cases there 

Goldenberg case the Anglo-leasing .:>vacuu.cu 

on liability to reflect a dual standard of 

elements of liability. subjective 

lS on decision J. 

where it was held that: 

reasonably be 

" 

improve its coJmo·etlttvemess as an into the 

law and an atmosphere in which good rn,rnr•r~1'"' governance can 

thrive. 

Kenya ought to its legal to those rules of 

corporate governance which have proved successful in other jurisdictions with similar 

market flexible enough to dismantle those legal traditions based on 

inappropriate should be 

done caution even cases where market conditions are similar because not are 

58 Cll. 407 
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to but nature 

is seeking 

the 

law must definition keep pace with the needs and demands of a developing society. 

Some the recommendations should be considered in reforming the company law 

m 

and the 

position chairman are often described in theory 

as a cmnp;:my board leadership structure. manner in which directors are to 

their powers in managing 

Table 

optional 

by Companies Act, but by 

It is worth pointing out IS 

assumption they 

will directors 

may elect a the is to hold 

office". Section 3 .2(iii) of the CMA Guidelines states that chairmanship of a public listed 

prOVlSlOn 

contradicts art. I 01 which states that directors may choose "one of their number" 

to act as chairman if the elected chairman is not present within five minutes following 

appointment to a and Guidelines, the 

chairman should be elected by board. 

are not mand:ato'n a company 

into as Table ts ofEngland's vuq_, .. , .... ,., Act 
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~ ~ ~ 

was 

lS 

it is 

based. 

requirement that the chairmanship of a public listed company should be 

Currently, a at 

a public company should at seven members. It is impossible 

is a need 

the 

by an 

Kenya to 

incorporate a 'one man company' as is in other jurisdictions. In the United for 

example, a can at one or director and a public 

company must have at least two members. This is provided for under section 152 of 

Companies 2006. 

Also under 

a company. In 

company. 

age can of a 

In l companies to hold annual general meetings 

at least once to the to such an 

Annual -... .... a.., ..... Meeting, the company shall be liable to a not Kshs. 2000. 

Today, that amount is very minimal to deter companies from holding AGMs. 

Again it has 

technologies where it is possible to conduct such meetings without having to converge at 

one costs of holding such also to be 

unreasonable The recent 

general meeting which was is a case in point. Safaricom 

annual 

highest 
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m cost was by 

holding requmng 

In 

other jurisdictions, AGMs are voluntary exercises that are not a must unlike 

Research in developed countries shown that shareholders as a group have an 

incentive to recent on compliance 

with the or market 

discipline through codes is having little effect on compliance. The probability of 

achieving 

developing country such as 

The common 

It worth noting that of 

shareholders. It can be argued 

discipline in a 

is quite small. 

by 

importance for Kenya is the nature of minority 

a significant number of shareholders in Kenya are 

under-informed about their rights as shareholders of the company and are not sufficiently 

educated on corporate governance issues to discover that there is anything to complain 

about. cases to it to come 

up suggestions. Some shareholders are indifferent and do not see the 

company's as being problem to complain about, as see 
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nv~~st1ne1nt is seen as a 

emphasis 

being on 

When a 

devastating 

not as oo·om,ea 

number of minority shareholders think in this way, this thinking can have a 

an 

effective internal control mechanism. 

There have 

there is still a long to shareholders 

country; 

Kenya are educated their rights. 

Shareholders developed countries such as United Kingdom get most their 

information this 

The recent increase is likely to play a substantial role in the 

attainment of a is the 

reason such as corporate United 

Kingdom. free and vibrant press gives corporate governance the back-up it needs by 

providing a nn"'"""'-n 

therefore keeping potential """'"''''"' of company powers in check. 

compames, 

hand, an 

not inactive 

discover a 

Companies 1962 to date, 

Kenya has witnessed the collapse of many of its governance 

led to the collapse of 33 banks in Kenya in 1985 and continues to be the cause of the 

collapse of to poorly not only 

because of the nature of the laws in place but also because of the political and regulatory 

environment the country. 

Although it is possible to that is currently in place would 

1m prove to extent current without 
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to a on 

nr~>tnt"-nt for 

establishing a corporate system. of the current system of 

companies' legislation to reflect the market conditions in Kenya today is overdue. 

Adopting a dual standard of 

encourage entrepreneurship 

to to a 

such as that of the United Kingdom would 

facilitating accountability. For dual standard of 

liability to be achieving good corporate governance, it is necessary to 

increase the criminal sanctions within the Companies Act and the Penal Code to a level 

that reflects are not to act in the best 

interests of company are not going to deterred by a sanction imprisonment 

between two or a civil sanction Kshs. 10,000 coupled a high 

burden of proof the prosecutor. sanctions liability need to be 

revised to reflect the benefits are likely to be derived from engaging in financial 

en me. 

In order to ensure good f'r.,r-nn.r<>tP g~ovE:mc:mce, there is need of a strong legislative and 

regulatory 

foundation, 

It has to be on a strong 

1962. 
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